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“It is the brands that consumers are most familiar with and
that have consistently proved their functional credentials

that develop the strongest amount of trust; something
which particularly pays off for brands in the household and

personal care categories.”
– Richard Hopping, Brand and Social Media

Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Long-standing brands around the home are most trusted
• Finance brands, particularly loan brands, least likely to build trust
• Experience of a brand helps to build familiarity and trust
• Ethics matter – but only to a point
• Perceived quality translates into greater levels of trust
• A contrast between high-use categories...
• ...and sectors where people have fewer direct interactions
• Aldi and Lidl shaping new behaviours and attitudes in the grocery category

Mintel’s research shows that the most trusted brands are not necessarily those that get pulses racing;
instead they are the brands that consumers have become familiar with over time, and the ones they
feel that they can rely on, particularly in the household and personal care sectors. The likes of
Johnson’s, Fairy and Pyrex might not be seen as particularly glamorous, but they are time-tested
brands that help people care for their home or family.
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A reputation for value can be a defining point for a brand
Figure 47: Perceived good value, by proportion of agreement with “A brand I trust”, 2014-15

Value isn’t about price alone – but low prices can define a brand

Increase in perception of quality can directly drive increase in trust
Figure 48: Perceived high quality, by proportion of agreement with “A brand I trust”, 2014-15

Reputation crucial to trust in most cases
Figure 49: Perceived good reputation, by proportion of agreement with “A brand I trust”, 2014-15

Amazon’s service and overall brand strength can minimise the impact of criticism

Little correlation between healthiness and trust in food brands
Figure 50: Perceived healthiness, by proportion of agreement with “A brand I trust”, 2014-15

Concerns over health might still limit the development of trust though

Aldi and Lidl shaping new behaviours and attitudes in the grocery category
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Figure 51: Trust over time of The Big Four supermarkets and Aldi and Lidl, August 2012-August 2015

Figure 52: Usage of supermarkets in the last year, August 2012-August 2015
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Figure 53: The perception of offering good value over time in The Big Four supermarkets and Aldi and Lidl, August 2012-August 2015
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Figure 54: Change in trust and usage in the last year of brands with high scores for offering value, 2012-15

…but trust appears to have little impact on actual usage of these value brands

Consumers more trusting of the industry as a whole
Figure 55: Proportion of people with any trust in different elements of the banking industry, June 2014 and May 2015
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Figure 57: Proportion of consumers who trust Barclays, 2012-15

Figure 58: Proportion of consumers who trust The Co-operative Bank, 2012-15

Figure 59: Proportion of consumers who trust HSBC, 2012-15

All banks have shown signs of recovery, helped by their strong overall brand images

Impact of drop in trust is minimal in the short term…
Figure 60: Barclays trust and usage in the last 12 months, 2012-15

Figure 61: The Co-operative Bank trust and usage in the last 12 months, 2012-15

…but usage does not necessarily increase in line with trust afterwards

Emissions scandal knocks trust in Volkswagen
Figure 62: Brand perceptions of Volkswagen, December 2014 and November 2015

Figure 63: Brand perceptions of Audi, December 2014 and November 2015

Other automotive brands also appear to have been affected

Ford may stand to benefit the most
Figure 64: Brand perceptions of Ford, December 2014 and November 2015

Volkswagen in a position to recover
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